August 20, 2004

MR’S ADVISORY TO SHIPPING No. A-42-2004

TO: ALL STEAMSHIP AGENTS, OWNERS, AND OPERATORS

SUBJECT: LOCKS LANE OUTAGES

GATUN LOCKS:

Wednesday, September 1, 2004, from 0001 hours, through Tuesday, September 7, 2004, at 2359 hours, (7 days), the WEST lane will be out of service.

The WEST lane will be closed in order to perform rehabilitation work on 703 feet of tow track on the southwest approach wall and 144 feet of tow track on the southwest sidewall. Other miscellaneous maintenance work, such as inspection and cleaning of conductor slots, will be performed as well.

MIRAFLORES LOCKS:

Wednesday, September 1, 2004, from 1800 hours, through Saturday, September 4, 2004, at 2359 hours, (4 days), the WEST lane will be out of service.

The WEST lane will be closed in order to perform installation of redundant seals on Miter Gates 102 and 103. Inspection and cleaning of conductor slots and other miscellaneous maintenance work will be performed as well.

This document is cancelled for record purposes on November 1, 2004.

ORIGINAL SIGNED

Miguel F. Rodriguez S.
Acting Maritime Operations Director